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A B S T R A C T

The cyber-physical systems of Industry 4.0 are expected to generate vast amount of in-process data and revolutionise the way data, knowledge and wisdom is captured and reused in manufacturing industries. The goal is to increase profits by dramatically reducing the occurrence of unexpected process results and waste. ISO9001:2015 defines risk as effect of uncertainty. In the 7Epsilon context, the risk is defined as effect of uncertainty on expected results. The paper proposes a novel algorithm to embed risk based thinking in quantifying uncertainty in manufacturing operations during the tolerance synthesis process. This method uses penalty functions to mathematically represent deviation from expected results and solves the tolerance synthesis problem by proposing a quantile regression tree approach. The latter involves non-parametric estimation of conditional quantiles of a response variable from in-process data and allows process engineers to discover and visualise optimal ranges that are associated with quality improvements. In order to quantify uncertainty and predict process robustness, a probabilistic approach, based on the likelihood ratio test with bootstrapping, is proposed which uses smoothed probability estimation of conditional probabilities. The mathematical formulation presented in this paper will allow organisations to extend Six Sigma process improvement principles in the Industry 4.0 context and implement the 7 steps of 7Epsilon in order to satisfy the requirements of clauses 6.1 and 7.1.6 of the ISO9001:2015 and the aerospace AS9100:2016 quality standard.
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1. Introduction

Industry 4.0, also called the fourth industrial revolution, has already started to take place and it will involve a complete digital transformation of many manufacturing activities. This revolution will break the existing boundaries of manufacturing operations to deliver a new generation of intelligent, co-operating and interconnected manufacturing systems capable of monitoring system performance real time to control costs, reduce downtime and prevent faults (Foresight, 2013). The new manufacturing systems will be characterised by cyber-physical systems able to interoperate via networked connections and interact with humans in complex smart factory environments. These systems will make extensive use of data and predictive analytics to manage manufacturing processes more efficiently and allow production of customised products with increased profitability and energy efficiency (Deloitte, 2015; Germany Trade & Invest, 2015; Manyika, 2012; Rockwell Automation, 2014). As new technologies are starting to be deployed as part of the fourth industrial revolution, one of the biggest challenges manufacturing companies are facing is to develop capabilities to timely access and reuse the sheer volume of data and information scattered across diverse business functions to gain new insights and to create knowledge and value for the enterprise (Foresight, 2013). As part of this digital transformation new predictive analytics tools will need to be developed to access, integrate and use the vast, multi-faceted and heterogeneous data sets that will become available, including machine and human generated data collected through sensors and other interconnected IT systems.

In the context of continual improvement, undoubtedly the new generation of manufacturing systems represent an important opportunity for leveraging existing continual improvement capabilities by exploiting the potential to create new knowledge from in-process data and enabling real-time decision making capabilities. Continual improvement is defined by the ISO9001:2015 standard as a “recurring activity to enhance performance”, and the one that generally leads to a corrective or preventive action (International Standard Organisation ISO, 2014, p. 16).
typically involves reducing variation in production processes to satisfy customer requirements. According to Stricker and Lanza (2014), the robustness of a production system should aim for both a target value of the process outcome and a stable or consistent performance with minimum deviation or variation. In multiprocess manufacturing achieving process robustness is a challenging activity because the quality of the final product is often influenced by hundreds of factors as well as part specific quality constraints (Giannetti et al., 2014, 2015; Ransing & Ransing, 2014; Roshan, Giannetti, Ransing, & Ransing, 2014). Production processes in foundries are a typical example of multiprocess manufacturing as they consists of many sub-processes (i.e. patternmaking, molding, core-making, melting and pouring, heat treatment, welding and finishing), with their quality determined by the effect and interactions of many process inputs. For these processes, quality of the final product cannot be simply achieved by limiting process variability to predefined thresholds determined according to the customer requirements. In fact, despite working within specifications, a process may still exhibit a large amount of variance in its output target value. Process knowledge is often necessary to implement changes which will lead to enhanced performance and achieve process robustness. Recently a novel methodology, called Epsilon (2015), has been developed which promotes the use of risk based analysis of in-process data to create new product specific process knowledge and evaluate opportunities that will lead to improvement of manufacturing processes, as required by the ISO9001:2015 standard. (Giannetti et al., 2015; Ransing, Batbooti, Giannetti, & Ransing, 2016; Roshan et al., 2014). Ransing et al. (2016) have shown that new product specific process knowledge can be created from in-process data by means of tolerance synthesis. In the literature process tolerance synthesis is defined as the problem of allocating tolerances of process variables to achieve a specified quality at a minimum cost (Ding, Jin, Ceglarek, & Shi, 2000). Extending this definition to the context of multiprocess manufacturing, tolerance synthesis is the study of variability in all process inputs (including interactions among process inputs) in order to discover optimal regions that correlate with the occurrences of expected process outputs (results) (Ransing et al., 2016). Owing to its definition, tolerance synthesis involves developing a sound understanding of how variability of process factors (i.e. process input settings) affects the expected target value and the variability of responses (i.e. process outputs). Process robustness is then achieved by selecting optimal tolerance limits of process variables that will reduce variation of responses (Ransing et al., 2016). One approach to solve the tolerance synthesis problem and predict process robustness is to attempt to model the relationships between process factors and responses from in-process data. In the literature data driven predictive methods have been used and applied to several industrial sectors, including manufacture of fabricated metal products, computers and electronic goods (Kökşal, Batmaz, & Testik, 2011). The influence of design and process parameters has also been studied via numerical simulation methods (Lewis, Manzari, Ransing, & Gethin, 2000; Lewis & Ransing, 2000; Mao, Ransing, Lewis, & Lin, 2004; Postek, Lewis, Gethin, & Ransing, 2005), decision trees (Bakır et al., 2006) and Bayesian networks (Lewis & Ransing, 1997). Typically these methods attempt to model the complex relationships between process inputs and outputs to characterise or, sometimes, predict process behaviour and find improvement opportunities. However, for complex manufacturing processes, these relationships are not easily captured due to several reasons. First of all, in multiprocess manufacturing operations, the quality of the final product is often influenced by a combination of large number of product and process variables, including both categorical and continuous variables. Secondly, relationships between inputs and quality characteristics are related not only to some physical phenomena but also to interactions of different process settings. Trying to model these relationships can become very cumbersome with the risk of including variables with little effect on the final quality output (Giannetti et al., 2014). Traditional data driven approaches, such as regression analysis, tend to fail due the inability to model complex interactions and overfitting problems due to the presence of noise. Unless some prior knowledge about the underlying model is available, fitting the data with simple models, such as a linear model, would fail to capture the complex interactions (Bakır et al., 2006). On the other hand, using more complex models (e.g. polynomials) would lead to overfitting because of the presence of noise and small amount of observations. Overfitting will then produce a model that performs very well on the available data but has very poor predictive performance. In order for process knowledge to be learnt robustly, there is the need to analyse weak patterns in noisy and heterogeneous datasets. Furthermore, because of the presence of noisy data, uncertainty of the model results need to be quantified to overcome the lack of process knowledge.

In this paper a novel algorithm is proposed to predict the robustness of a process by quantifying uncertainty in manufacturing operations. The main motivation of this work is to develop a robust and general purpose method for tolerance synthesis to quantify the combined effects of process variables on the quality output without making distributional assumptions and overcome the linearity assumption of previous algorithms for risk based tolerance synthesis (Giannetti et al., 2014; Ransing et al., 2016). This is achieved by introducing a novel mathematical formulation of the tolerance synthesis problem in terms of conditional quantiles of response variables and a robust algorithm based on quantile regression to find optimal tolerance limits. The method improves the previous quality correlation algorithm for tolerance synthesis (Ransing et al., 2016) by using the concept of likelihood ratio for probabilistic estimation of the effects of the new tolerance limits on the quality output. Uncertainty quantification of the newly developed hypotheses is performed using the bootstrap method to predict process robustness and aid development of new product specific process knowledge.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews regression trees methods and their industrial applications, including traditional least square and quantile regression approaches. Section 3 introduces the tolerance synthesis problem, its mathematical formulation and the proposed algorithm. The latter includes a probabilistic approach for hypotheses validation based on calculation of likelihood ratio with bootstrap method. The method is illustrated using test data from the UCI machine learning repository. In Section 4 the proposed algorithm is applied to an industrial case study to show its application for uncertainty quantification in multiprocess manufacturing systems. The paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. Related methods: regression trees and quantile regression

Decision tree learning is a common method used for classification and regression problems, owing its popularity to easiness of interpretation and the ability to visually and explicitly represent decision making rules (Bakır et al., 2006). The general method builds a tree shaped structure to predict or classify a dependent variable (often called response variable) by recursive partitioning the data set into groups of observations with similar values of the dependent variable (Breiman, Friedman, Stone, & Olshen, 1984). One main advantage of decision tree learning is that it can deal simultaneously with continuous and categorical predictor variables, without the need of further transformations and making distributional assumptions (Francke, López-Tarazón, & Schroder, 2008). Regression trees are particular types of decision tree designed to work with continuous response variables, while
classification trees deal with categorical response variables. Some of these are described in Loh (2011). In broad terms a decision tree is built according to some rules which determine: (a) a way to select a split (splitting criterion); (b) a rule for determining when a node is terminal and (c) a rule for assigning a value (or a class) of the predicted variable at each terminal node (Breiman et al., 1984). Several algorithms have been developed for classification and regression trees. Among these, a well known algorithm is CART (Breiman et al., 1984). Other methods are CRUISE (Kim & Loh, 2001, 2003), QUEST (Loh & Shih, 1997) and GUIDE (Loh, 2009). Despite their popularity, regression tree methods with single base classifiers tend to have low accuracy and instability due to high sensitivity to small changes in the datasets (Breiman et al., 1984). This is usually overcome by using ensemble methods (Breiman, 1996, 2001; Kotsiantis, 2011) or boosting (Freund & Schapire, 1997). Random Forest is an example of ensemble method where different weak learners are trained on bootstrap samples and on a random subset of the variables. It is argued that this further randomisation procedure both increases prediction accuracy and reduces bias (Breiman, 2001). Quantile Regression Forest is an extension of Regression Forest to infer conditional quantiles of the response variables, in addition to the mean (Meinshausen, 2006).

In the literature, regression trees are widely used to study the behaviour of real world systems and processes in many different areas of application. Bakir et al. (2006) state that regression tree learning outperform traditional linear regression for defect cause modelling in casting processes, due to the ability to capture complex interactions among process variables. Random Forest and Quantile Regression Forests are also used as predictive models to estimate suspended sediment concentration and yield in streams (Francke et al., 2008). An advantage of Quantile Regression Forest is also that it allows to quantify uncertainty of the model by providing estimates of the accuracy of prediction (Francke et al., 2008).

In the aerospace sector, Random Forest is applied to aircraft engine fault diagnosis (Yan, 2006). This is a challenging classification problem due to inherent characteristics associated with aircraft engines (Yan, 2006). In chemical processing, a method that combines decision trees and support vector machine is used to improve process operations of a manganese extraction plant (Jemwa & Aldrich, 2005). The authors argue that this method is useful to find process improvement opportunities, despite sparse and unreliable sparse data (Jemwa & Aldrich, 2005), with the advantage of easiness of interpretation and the ability to translate results in simple rules. Decision trees are applied to experimental data to extract useful knowledge and support the development of quality products (Shao, Rowe, & York, 2007), while random forest is also used to real time monitoring and control of faults (Auret & Aldrich, 2010). A comparative study, with benchmark data from the Tennessee Eastman Process, shows that the method based on Random Forest outperform traditional fault detection methods based on linear and non-linear PCA, while it is only slightly worse than other statistical process control approaches based on Kernel PCA (Auret & Aldrich, 2010). This is due to the fact that both Random Forest and Kernel PCA manage to account for non-linear patterns.

Quantile regression is a type of regression analysis used to predict the conditional quantiles of a dependent variable \( Y \), given values of predictor variables \( X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_p \) (Koenker & Bassett, 1978). While the traditional least squares regression method estimates the conditional mean of the predicted variable, quantile regression studies the effects of covariates on the full conditional distribution (Chaudhuri & Loh, 2002). Quantile regression methods are appropriate to study how covariates affect, not only the centre of the distribution, but also lower and upper tail, becoming very useful when covariates have different effects on different parts of the conditional distribution of the predicted response (Chaudhuri & Loh, 2002). In particular, quantile regression is a robust alternative to least squares estimator in the presence of outliers or non-Gaussian distributions (Koenker & Bassett, 1978). In the literature, quantile regression has been applied to different fields, including several applications in econometrics (Bassett & Chen, 2002; Coad & Rao, 2008; Dimelis & Louri, 2002; Koenker, 2005), ecology (Cade & Noon, 2003; Francke et al., 2008; Scharf, Juanes, & Sutherland, 1998) and medicine (Geraci & Bottai, 2007; Wei, Pere, Koenker, & He, 2006). However quantile regression has not been applied yet to continual process improvement and more in general to modelling relationships between process variables to predict robustness in manufacturing processes.

Let \( Y \) be a continuous response variable, \( F(y) = P(Y \leq y) \) its cumulative distribution function. For \( 0 < \alpha < 1 \), the \( \alpha \)-th quantile of \( Y \) is defined as:

\[
Q_\alpha = F^{-1}(\alpha) = \inf \{ y : F(y) \geq \alpha \}.
\]

Given a covariate vector \( X \), the conditional \( \alpha \)-th quantile is defined as:

\[
Q_\alpha(x) = F^{-1}(\alpha|X = x) = \inf \{ y : F(y|X = x) \geq \alpha \},
\]

where \( F(y|X = x) = P(Y \leq y|X = x) \) is the conditional distribution function. The purpose of quantile regression is to estimate the conditional quantile of \( Y \) from available data. Similarly to traditional regression, quantile regression can be set up as an optimisation problem involving minimisation of a loss function (Koenker & Bassett, 1978; Meinshausen, 2006). Traditional regression estimates the conditional mean from available data by minimising the expected error squared loss. As discussed in Meinshausen (2006), estimation of quantiles can be achieved by minimising the expected error of a tilted loss function which measures weighted absolute deviations between observations and quantiles:

\[
Q_\alpha(x) = \arg \min_{\theta} \rho(L(y, q)|X = x),
\]

where \( L(y, q) \) is defined as:

\[
L(y, q) = \begin{cases} 
2(y - q) & \text{if } y > q \\
(1 - 2)q - y & \text{if } y \leq q
\end{cases}
\]

In the particular case when \( \alpha = 0.5 \), the expected value of the error function is the Least Absolute Deviation (LAD), leading to estimation of the median. Given available data, quantile regression can be set up as an optimisation problem and be solved with linear programming (Koenker & Bassett, 1978; Meinshausen, 2006). Non parametric estimation of quantiles can also be performed using regression trees (Chaudhuri & Loh, 2002). The algorithm proposed in Chaudhuri and Loh (2002) extends the GUIDE algorithm and provides piecewise constant or linear estimation of quantiles. The main advantage of this method is that it provides a simple summary of the covariates interactions and their effects on the distribution of the response variable (Chaudhuri & Loh, 2002). Another approach to non parametric estimation of quantiles is using Regression Forest to estimate the full distribution of the response variable (Meinshausen, 2006). In this case, the estimated quantiles are calculated from ensembles generated by means of the Regression Forest algorithm and does not involve minimisation of the loss function defined in Eq. (4).

3. Risk based tolerance synthesis and uncertainty quantification

By definition, tolerance synthesis seeks to adjust ranges of process parameters in order to reduce the variability of a given response, so that process variation is kept “close” enough to the optimal values. One main requirement to achieve tolerance synthesis is to develop and test hypotheses regarding how variability
of factors affects process responses. In other words, predict process robustness. Given the complexity of multiprocess manufacturing, attempting to discover the relationship between process factor and responses using traditional methods like least squares regression is very challenging and would lead to models that are sub-optimal. In this section a novel mathematical formulation of the tolerance synthesis problem is described and it is shown how the tolerance synthesis problem can be solved with quantile regression. The main steps of the proposed algorithm for tolerance synthesis and uncertainty quantification are summarised in Fig. 1.

3.1. Mathematical formulation of the tolerance synthesis problem

The risk based approach introduced by the latest standard of ISO9001:2015 requires organizations to categorise process outputs as either acceptable or unacceptable outputs and take specific actions to determine and address risks and opportunities in order to minimise undesired effects and achieve process improvement (Ransing et al., 2016). Mathematically, a quality objective can be represented by a bound response variable (i.e. a response variable being within a specific range). In a manufacturing environment a quality objective is, for instance, keeping the percentage of rejected parts below a nominal threshold. Ransing, Giannetti, Ransing, and James (2013) have introduced the concept of penalty functions which represent deviations from desired process responses. If lower values of response correspond to a desirable outcome, a penalty value of 1 is given to response values above a certain threshold $T_{\text{max}}$ and penalty value 0 to response values below a certain threshold $T_{\text{min}}$. Vice versa applies if higher values correspond to desirable outcomes. Heuristic rules for the choice of the thresholds are discussed in Giannetti et al. (2014). After this data transformation, a quality output can be quantified using a penalty value $Y$, with $0 \leq Y \leq 1$, which indicates deviation from desired response (0 being desirable response and 1 undesirable response). Optimal and avoid outcomes of the response variables are then defined as being $Y = 0$ and $Y = 1$.

Let’s assume that there are $n$ covariates (i.e. process factors) $X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n$, the tolerance synthesis problem can be reduced to discover optimal ranges (or regions) that correlate with the occurrences of expected process outputs (results). Starting from an initial quality level $x_0 = P(Y \leq 0) = P(Y = 0)$ and an expected quality output $x > x_0$, an optimal range is found if the conditional $x$-th quantile for that range $Q_x(R_0)$ is zero. In such case the following condition is satisfied:

$$P(Y = 0 | X_i \in R_0) = P(Y \leq 0 | X_i \in R_0) \geq x > x_0 = P(Y = 0)$$

(5)

In practical terms, this means that a tolerance limit is optimal if the probability of obtaining good responses will increase when the predictor variable is bound to that range. By applying quantile regression to the data it is possible to find optimal ranges of factors that are associated with the expected quality output, namely low penalty values of response. Similarly to the penalty thresholds, the value $x$ can be set by process engineers. Typically several quantile levels will be studied through quantile regression to achieve tolerance limit optimisation. When studying pairwise interactions between variables, this framework extends naturally by considering the conditional quantiles given the two variables being simultaneously in both ranges.

3.2. A novel risk based quantile regression algorithm for tolerance synthesis problems

The study of the single and combined effects of process variables on the process outcome is typically very cumbersome in multiprocess manufacturing systems as it involves the simultaneous analysis and comparison of the effects of many variables on one or more process outcomes (i.e. typically 30–50 variables). In this work, quantile regression trees are used to study the effect of different ranges of factors and their interactions on quantiles of penalty values. Quantile regression trees are grown for each pairwise combination of predictor variables (e.g. input factors) to study their single and interaction effects over the response variable. This is better than growing a single tree on all the input variables because it can capture also weaker interactions. Instead of choosing all the possible binary splits of the predictor variable, splits are based on quantiles following the same rationale as (Ransing et al., 2013). The input space is divided in four possible splits with eight ranges as described in Table 1. This splitting method is more appropriate since decreases computational cost and ensure a better distribution of observations over quantile ranges. Once interaction trees have been built for all pairwise combinations of variables, the algorithm selects all the single and interaction ranges with $x$-quantile zero. The algorithm for quantile regression used in this paper is a generalisation of LAD regression trees introduced by Breiman (1996) to estimate any arbitrary $x$-quantile level. The particular case for $x = 0.5$ leads to the LAD regression tree method to predict the median. Given a set of possible splits at each node $S$, a tree is grown by choosing the split $s$ that maximises the decrease of re-substitution error defined as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Ranges of factors.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Range name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B25% (Bottom25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T75% (Top75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B50% (Bottom50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T50% (Top50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M50% (Middle50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B25T25% (Bottom25% and Top25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B75% (Bottom75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T25% (Top25%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[
\frac{1}{n} \left( \sum_{x \in L} L(y_n, q(t)) - \sum_{x \in L} L(y_n - q(t_L)) - \sum_{x \in L} L(y_n - q(t_R)) \right)
\]

where \(q(t)\) is the quantile at node \(t\), \(y_n\) are the values of the response functions corresponding to the \(n\)th observation and \(t_L\) and \(t_R\) are respectively the left and right nodes of the split. In the particular case of 0.5-quantile, the function \(L(y_n, q(t))\) can be replaced by \(|y_n - \text{median}(t)|\), leading to the LAD regression algorithm described in Breiman (1996).

Algorithm 1. Quantile Regression Tree to find Optimal Ranges.

```plaintext
foreach combination of factors \(X_i\) and \(X_j\) do
    stop = FALSE;
    while stop == FALSE do
        for each quantile range of \(X_i\) and \(X_j\) do
            Find best range to maximise decreases of ResubError defined in Eq. 6;
            if \#obs < MinObs || no ResubError decrease then
                stop = TRUE
            end
        end
    end
foreach Regression Tree do
    foreach Terminal Node do
        if Quantile == 0 then
            Select Range as Optimal
        end
    end
```
3.3. Likelihood ratio test for new tolerance limits

The risk based thinking introduced by ISO9001 requires organisation to make improvements by assessing risks and opportunities. The optimal ranges found with regression trees can be used to develop hypotheses about possible adjustments to tolerance limits that are likely to lead to quality improvements. In order to test these hypotheses the Likelihood Ratio (LR) is used to statistically quantify the strength of improvement and hence compare the effects of several proposed tolerance limits on the quality output. The Likelihood Ratio (LR) is commonly used to evaluate the accuracy of diagnostic testing and it is defined as:

\[
LR = \frac{P(T + |D+)}{P(T + |D-)}
\]

(7)

where \(P(T + |D+\) is the probability of a person testing positive given that the person has the disease and \(P(T + |D-\) is the probability of a person testing positive given that the person does not have the disease. A LR greater than 1 indicates that the test result is associated with the disease while a value less than 1 indicates that the test is associated with absence of disease. The concept of LR can be easily extended to tolerance limit optimisation where the \(D_+ = \text{Optimal}, D_- = \text{Avoid}\) and \(T_+ = \text{Range}\) with the following definition:

\[
LR = \frac{P(\text{Range(Optimal)}}{P(\text{Range(Avoid)}})
\]

(8)

Similarly to diagnostic testing, \(LR > 1\) indicates that the range of a variable (or combined range of variables) is associated with optimal process outcomes while \(LR < 1\) indicates association with avoid process outcomes. In other words, the LR indicates how more likely is that process observations with optimal values are in the new tolerance limit (i.e. range) compared to process observations with avoid values. Another important property of the LR is that it also measures the ratio between pre-intervention (i.e. original tolerance limit) and post-intervention (i.e. new tolerance limits) odds:

\[
LR = \frac{\text{Odds(Optimal Range)}}{\text{Odds(Optimal)}}.
\]

(9)

Hence the LR quantifies the extent of improvement of the new tolerance limit compared to the previous tolerance limit. In other words, it helps to quantify the robustness of the process. If the extent of improvement is small the process is said to be robust with respect to the input factor. The process improvement study should then focus on identifying new input factors that may explain the undesired deviation from expected results. If the extent of the improvement is large, a confirmation trial needs to be conducted to validate the hypothesis and create new product specific process knowledge. The 7Epsilon case studies give detailed information on implementing process improvement steps (Arjunwadkar, Ransing, & Ransing, 2015; Ransing & Ransing, 2014; Roshan et al., 2014) and embedding organizational knowledge management techniques (Giannetti et al., 2015).

The calculation of likelihood ratio involves estimation of conditional probabilities, namely \(P(\text{Range(Optimal)}}) and \(P(\text{Range(Avoid)}}). The latter can be calculated from available data using the maximum-likelihood estimate. Let \(c\) be a class (either \(\text{Optimal}\) or \(\text{Avoid}\)), the conditional probability can be estimated as:

\[
P(\text{Range}(c) = \frac{n_{oc} + m + p}{n_c + m}.
\]

(10)

where \(n_{oc}\) is the number of observations in the given range and belonging to class \(c\) and \(n_c\) is the number of observations belonging to class \(c\). For sparse data the calculation of the conditional probability may become problematic when only few observations for a given class exist. This often happens when analysing in-process data where the number of avoid observations might be limited. In this case estimation of the conditional probability using frequency counts might not be appropriate. In order to overcome this problem, it is suggested in the literature to use a smoothed estimation of probability (Cestnik & Bratko, 1991; Jiang & Li, 2011), defined as:

\[
P(\text{Range}(c) = \frac{n_{oc} + m + p}{n_c + m}.
\]

(11)

The term \(m + p\) is a smoothing parameter that takes into account the prior probability \(p\) and a weighting factor \(m\). How much weight to give to the initial probability is chosen by changing the values of the parameter \(m\). The \(m\)-estimator is equivalent to Laplace estimator when \(m = C\) and \(p = 1/C\), where \(C\) is the number of classes. The Laplace estimators assumes that classes are distributed with uniform probability. In the current paper, the prior probability is chosen as the maximum likelihood estimation of \(P(\text{Range})\). The rationale behind this choice of smoothing is to correct the probability of each node taking into account the prior probability of the range. The parameter \(m\) is typically chosen by the analyst. Since \(m\) gives a weight to the prior probability of the class, the choice of \(m\) is determined by how much trust is placed on this initial estimation. Higher values of \(m\) indicate more confidence in the prior probability and typically lead to more conservative estimation of LR. In the industrial case study presented in this paper the value of \(m\) is chosen via numerical simulations that are further described in Section 4.

3.4. Uncertainty quantification with bootstrap

Uncertainty of LR estimations obtained from in-process data and associated risks are also further evaluated with the bootstrap method to overcome the lack of process knowledge and give confidence in the results before implementing costly confirmation trials. Bootstrap is a well know technique that is generally used for estimating the distribution of sample statistics by re-sampling the original data set (Efron, 1982; Efron & Tibshirani, 1986). Bootstrapping simulates new experimental data by randomly choosing observations (with replacement) from the available data to create a fixed number \(n\) of samples. This is used to estimate the empirical distribution, confidence intervals and standards errors of the unknown parameter. Bootstrap can be applied to evaluate uncertainty of different statistical parameters including correlation coefficient or regression models parameters (Efron & Tibshirani, 1986; Platt, Hanley, and Yang (2000)) have also demonstrated the use of bootstrap for estimating confidence interval in diagnostic testing.

In this particular case, bootstrap is applied to the likelihood ratio estimation of in-process data. From the empirical distribution of the likelihood ratio process engineers can quantify uncertainty and reject hypotheses with high uncertainty before running expensive confirmation trials. It also gives an indication on the level of confidence in the results. The method is particularly useful in the absence of additional data to test the hypotheses. By using bootstrap it is possible to calculate confidence intervals of the likelihood ratio as shown in Fig. 3. The dashed lines indicate respectively the 5% and 95% confidence limits and the solid line is the mean of likelihood ratio for each range or interaction between ranges. Form the plots it can be inferred (with high level of confidence) that Age 25% is associated with optimal values of responses, being the 95% confidence limit of likelihood ratio about 10. Furthermore interaction between Cement-T25% and Water-B50% is also contributing to higher Compressive Strength since the mean likelihood ratio of interaction is higher than the respective main effect. The hypothesis that this interaction contributes to improvement of response values is supported by evidence from the data, being the 95% confidence limit of this interaction slightly less
than 4. Under the assumption that the dataset is a good representation of the population, this implies that there is a 95% confidence that the likelihood ratio of the interaction will be higher than one, hence that the range will contribute to improve process robustness.

4. Application to an industrial case study

The proposed methodology has been applied to a real foundry case study for tolerance synthesis of a steel casting process. The data set has 16 process parameters related to chemical composition (input) and one response variable, occurrence of shrinkage defects. The response represents percentage of defective castings produced for a given volume of molten metal used. This is normally identified as a “heat” in the foundry domain. For the corresponding time period, the average value was considered for input factors with higher sampling rates. The data sets was used in previous studies and a full description can be found in Ransing et al. (2013, 2016). The main aim of the analysis is to achieve a reduction of shrinkage defects by changing the tolerance limits of the input parameters. All the process variables are continuous variables. A scatter plot of percentage of shrinkage defects is shown in Fig. 4, showing variability of shrinkage defects. From a process improvement perspective, process engineers aim to achieve process robustness by adjusting tolerance limits of the process inputs. Thresholds for penalty values are set to $T_{\text{max}} = 0.03$ and $T_{\text{min}} = 0$, respectively indicating undesirable and desirable values. A quantile analysis was performed for $\alpha = 0.75$ and results for optimal ranges are included in Table 2. For instance, Niobium-M50% range and interaction between Iron-T75% and Aluminium-T50% are identified as optimal ranges, leading to a decrease of shrinkage defects. A visualisation of NiobiumT50% and interaction of Iron-T25% and Cobalt-T50% via bubble diagrams is also shown in Fig. 5. The size of the bubbles is proportional to penalty values and the colour scale indicates variation between optimal and avoid values (from blue to red).

It can be seen how the rectangular regions found by quantile trees separates observations with high and low penalty values. Quantile regression is used to identify possible regions associated with high or low penalty values. These regions are similar to those found with previous methods (Ransing et al., 2013, 2016). In addition to fining optimal regions the current methodology uses an additional bootstrap step with calculation of likelihood ratio which can help process engineers to confirm or reject hypotheses. The result following the bootstrap simulation are shown in Fig. 6. By studying the bootstrap plots, process engineers can choose which optimal ranges can be included in the confirmation trial. From the bootstrap analysis, it can be seen that there is some uncertainty concerning these results due to large variance of the distributions. However, there is some evidence that Niobium-M50% range will increase the probability of low penalty values. Similarly interaction of Iron-T25% and Aluminium-T50% is likely to decrease the occurrence of shrinkage defects. Following a study of bootstrap plots, a confirmation trial was designed as shown in Table 3. The confirmation trial include optimal ranges due to main effect (Niobium-T50%) and interactions (Iron-T75%-Aluminium-T50% and Iron-T75%-Tungsten-T50%).
For this analysis a value of $m = 6$ was used for smoothing the probability. The value $m$ is chosen from experimental results to achieve a trade-off between variance and bias. Fig. 7 shows the mean likelihood ratio estimation and error bars from bootstrap with sample size 1000 for varying values of $m$. As $m$ increases, the variance of likelihood ratio estimation decreases. An optimal choice of $m$ is the one that corresponds to the point where the error
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**Table 3**

Optimal ranges chosen for confirmation trial.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Factor-range</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Niobium-M50%</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>Main effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Iron-T75%</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>Interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>Aluminium-T50%</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>Interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>Tungsten-T50%</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>Interaction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
calculated as:

\[ LR(R2 \cap R3 \cap R4) = LR(R2) \cdot LR(R3|R2) \cdot LR(R4|R2 \cap R3). \]  

(13)

An histogram of the predicted likelihood ratio of confirmation trial is shown in Fig. 8, with smoothing parameter \( m = 6 \). The mean likelihood ratio is estimated to be 83 with \( LR \) being greater than 32 in 95% of the cases. This indicates that the suggested changes will lead to significant improvement of response penalty values. Based on the available evidence, these results give a high degree of confidence that the new tolerance limits chosen will lead to significant improvements in the quality output and hence they can be included in a confirmation trial where these hypotheses can be further tested with new data.

5. Conclusion

Continual improvement is typically achieved by reducing variation in production processes to satisfy customer requirements. For complex manufacturing operations, consisting of several manufacturing process and with large number of process variables, keeping process variability within customers tolerance limits may not be enough to obtain high quality goods. Typically these processes have some intrinsic variability that only exists for a specific process and at a specific time. This may lead to situations where, despite the process being within the agreed tolerance limits, large variations are still present leading to sub-optimal operations, which will then lead to defective parts and high costs due to waste and rework. Industry 4.0 is likely to generate additional streams of in-process data where traditional Six Sigma based approaches become inapplicable. In these situations traditional statistical analysis techniques, such as regression analysis, are not sufficient to discover process improvement opportunities. Product specific process knowledge is often necessary to discover and validate hypotheses for improvements and make the necessary adjustments to enhance process performance (Giannetti et al., 2014, 2015; Ransing et al., 2013). Issues such as noisy and sparse data can also affect the statistical analysis leading to situation where process engineers may not have entire trust in the results, hence missing out in process improvement opportunities.

In the context of multiprocess manufacturing operations the concept of tolerance synthesis has been introduced in a recent publication (Ransing et al., 2016). This is defined as the study of variability of process inputs in order to discover optimal regions that correlate with the occurrences of expected process outputs (results). Tolerance synthesis allows process engineers to discover new and improved tolerance limits by developing and testing hypotheses regarding how variability of factors affects process responses. In this paper a novel mathematical formulation of the
tolerance synthesis problem for multiprocess manufacturing operations is presented. This new mathematical formalisation describes process improvement objectives in terms of quantiles of response variables. A quantile regression analysis with decision trees is also proposed to discover new tolerance limits by studying the single and combined effects of several partitions of the input parameters on variability of response values. The main advantage of the quantile regression tree algorithm is that it does not make distributional assumptions and does not require any prior knowledge about the type of relationship among input and output variables. A probabilistic estimation of the effectiveness of the proposed changes, using the likelihood ratio, is proposed. The likelihood ratio, typically used in diagnostic testing, quantifies the extent of improvement of the newly discovered tolerance limits on the quality output and provides a quantitative measure which can help process engineers to test hypotheses to overcome the lack of process knowledge. Since the likelihood ratio involves the calculation of conditional probabilities, in case of sparse data a smoothed probability function is used. Uncertainty associated with the likelihood ratio estimates is also quantified through a bootstrap step to give a degree of confidence in the results before running expensive confirmation trials. The method has been successfully applied to a real industrial scenario in the foundry industry, showing its effectiveness to predict process robustness. Because there is no assumption on the type of relationships and data distributions, the method is generic and can also be extended to other manufacturing processes. The proposed methodology will allow the organizations to extend Six Sigma principles for process improvements for the Industry 4.0 environment and implement 7Epsilon steps in order to satisfy various requirements of the newly proposed ISO9001:2015 quality standard.
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